This work presents a detailed overview of the analytic methods for calculating the beam and gaseous thermal conductance components associated with uncooled VO x microbolometers. The conventional method to calculate the gaseous component relies on the assumption that the entire plate is maintained at a uniform temperature, thus the surface area of the plate is used for the calculation. We have observed using an industry leading multiphysics simulator that this assumption is not strictly true for VO x microbolometers as the conduction pattern exhibits an elliptical shape. Based on this, we have developed and propose an analytic method that employs an elliptical surface area scaled appropriately with the device dimensions to obtain an estimate of the average temperature conduction pattern. Prototype devices were manufactured and experimentally characterised. The devices exhibit thermal conduction characteristics comparable to those in literature and industry, and we could achieve 0.5 µW/K under vacuum conditions and 15 µW/K at atmospheric pressure with a TCR of −1 %/K. However, both simulated and experimental result sets of the gaseous thermal conductance exhibit large deviations from the conventional analytic method, on average approximately 40 %. The proposed method reduces this average error significantly to less than 10 % when compared to the simulated results.
Introduction
Since the commercialisation of the MEMS based uncooled microbolometer, most notably due to the advances in micromachining leading to high yield and low cost manufacturing, a vast range of applications for thermal imaging has seen the light. These applications have penetrated the industrial, military and consumer markets, indicating their diversity and the extensive marketing opportunities they present, ranging from examples in security, surveillance, and vehicle, pedestrian and wildlife monitoring systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Futhermore, these sensors have contributed significantly to thermography for medical applications, including inflammation detecting and classification of and detection of certain malignancies [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . However, microbolometers are not only limited to thermal imaging, but have also been adopted as pressure sensors [12] .
The rise in the popularity of uncooled microbolometer focal point arrays (FPAs) using vanadium oxide (VO x ) as a detector material has also encouraged improvements in the analytic modelling of the thermoelectric device behaviour. Some of the recent advances include analytic models that not only considers the dimensions of the support beams as conventionally done, but also the influence of the device plate that causes a radial heat flow component and constriction resistance resulting from a discontinuity in width when the beam and plate are connected [13] . This model is limited to the beam thermal conductance that dominates device behaviour under vacuum conditions.
Although VO x microbolometers are mostly used as detectors under vacuum conditions to achieve high sensitivity, drawbacks exist when capturing scenes with high thermal dynamic range or high temperature regions like explosions, fire, fuselage and the sun [14, 15] . The output of these sensors saturate and take a long time to recover. Furthermore, vanadium oxide is thermochromic, therefore its absorption and resistance properties change if the detector temperature exceeds about 68
• C as a semiconductor-metal phase transition occurs [16] . Devices operated at atmospheric pressure are better suited for high temperature operation due to the inclusion of an ambient or gaseous thermal conductance component of the microbolometer. This is conventionally modelled as a simple function of plate geometry, which we will show to be only a crude approximation based on simulation and experimental results. Some improvements to device modelling at atmospheric pressure do exist. The first improvement resulted from employing microbolometers as microPirani pressure sensors to monitor the quality of the vacuum within the packing, and incorporates the effect of the operating pressure into the model. They rely on the fact that the mechanism for determining air pressure is highly linked to the gaseous thermal conduction component. [12, 17, 18] . It has also been proposed for metal thin-film microbolometers that an improved surface area is achieved when including a portion of the support beam [19] , as well as the side-wall thermal conduction associated with the plate and additional beam area [20] . However, it became clear to us that none of these methods apply particularly well to specifically VO x based devices operated at atmospheric pressure and that no accurate analytic method for thermal conductance exists to model this operating condition.
The main contribution of this paper is to address the current shortcoming in literature for the accurate analytic modelling of the gaseous thermal conductance component of uncooled VO x microbolometers under atmospheric pressure conditions by introducing a method based on an elliptical surface area. It should be highlighted that the presented method can also be applied to microbolometers with any detector material where the resistivity is significantly higher than that of the metal used on the support beam to connect to the detector material, but only at atmospheric pressure. The technique does not apply to vacuum conditions where a constriction type model offers better results [13] , nor to metal type microbolometers like thin-film Ti based devices, where an extended surface area method including a portion of the support beams provide the best results [20] . In the sections to follow, the authors will present the theoretical background and proposed improvement to the conventional analytic model, the device designs manufactured for this study, the approaches followed for both the simulation and experimental methods, the results and discussion and finally the conclusion and acknowledgements.
Theory and modelling of microbolometers

Operating principles of microbolometers
The detector consists of a multilayer structure referred to as the plate or membrane suspended in a bridge like manner over a cavity, connected to a substrate by means of thin connectors typically referred to as support beams or legs. The different layers play a role in structural support, electrical isolation, insulation and detection. This detector volume can store absorbed energy and acts like a thermal capacitance, H. Therefore, any incident radiation will be absorbed by the thermal capacitor and will heat up the suspended plate and sensor material by means of electromagnetic (thermal) radiation. However, since a temperature gradient exists between the detector membrane at temperature T m and the substrate at a fixed temperature, T sub through the legs and atmosphere, heat flow will occur by means of the conduction principle. This is modelled by the total or effective thermal conductance, G ef f , that consists of a number of thermal conductive paths as described later. The operating principles of a generic thermal detector is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The heatflow model of a microbolometer can be stated mathematically as [21, 22] 
where • H is the thermal capacity of the detector with unit J/K, • G leg is the thermal conductance of the detector to the substrate via the supporting legs in W/K (often µW/K), analogous to the thermal resistance that results in losses in heat,
• G atm is the thermal conductance of the detector through the atmosphere to the substrate with unit W/K (often µW/K),
• T m is the temperature of the membrane in K,
• T a is the ambient temperature surrounding the membrane in K,
• T sub is the temperature of the substrate in K,
• P rad is the power radiated from the thermal detector into its surroundings in W,
• P IV is the electrical power (P e ) applied to bias the detector in W,
• εP IR is the portion (ε IR ) of incident infrared radiation absorbed by the detector in W,
• εP sub is the portion (ε sub ) of radiated power absorbed by the detector that is emitted from the substrate when it is not at zero Kelvin, with unit W,
• Q is the total absorbed radiative power from all the radiating sources in W.
G rad is defined as the change in radiation power observed with small changes in temperature and it is significantly smaller than G leg under all normal operating conditions when considering the thermal losses, G ef f ∆T , in typical microbolometer designs. Therefore, it is often assumed to have negligible effect and omitted where it simplifies the analytic analysis. Further to this, the main thermal conduction occurs from the membrane through the atmosphere to the substrate if the device is not packaged in an evacuated chamber, therefore G atm > G leg >> G rad . A final simplification related to the thermal conduction model can be made when considering the substrate and ambient temperatures, which can be assumed to be the same for uncooled devices with a large substrate.
As briefly mentioned earlier, G ef f consists of a number of components [17] , one of which is a thermal conductance component attributed to heat loss between the suspended membrane and the substrate via the support beams, referred to as the beam or leg thermal conductance, G leg and is given by [13, 23] It has also recently been proposed to include the constriction resistance that results when two thermal conducting paths of different widths are connected, which leads to a constriction effect experienced by the heat flow. This results in an additional radial thermal resistive component [13, 24, 25] . The thermal conductivity can be modified to include for the radial thermal conductive component, with the transformed thermal conductivity given by [24] 
(3) with L M and W M the membrane length and width respectively.
Another component that results in heat flow and contributes to G ef f is the atmospheric or gaseous thermal conductance, G atm , given as [23] 
with [18, 26] k air = k air,0 1 +
where
• k air,0 is the thermal conductivity of air at room temperature and pressure (0.00284 W/(m K)),
• p is the gas pressure measure in Pa, and
• d λ is the cavity depth measured in m.
As is apparent from Eq. (4), the gaseous thermal conduction is calculated as a function of the surface area of the plate. This holds true only under the assumption that the entire plate region has an even temperature distribution, which intuitively one realises is not strictly true for a microbolometer. The reader is also reminded of the fact that the VO x layer is smaller than the plate area, and also has a much larger resistance compared to the Ti conductor over the support beams. Therefore, almost no electrical power is dissipated in the heating of the support beams since there is almost no voltage drop, unlike the case for Ti thin-film devices where the compensated area extends over a portion of the support legs [19, 20] . These considerations suggest that the conventional conduction model may not be accurate, and motivated the implementation in simulation and the manufacturing of numerous VO x device designs.
We have implement numerous simulation models with a wide range of different geometries using CoventorWare, an industry leading finite element method (FEM) MEMS multiphysics simulation platform [32] . We have consistently observed from the simulation results of the various VO x devices that a radial heat distribution pattern exists that is inconsistent with the general assumption of a uniform temperature distribution over the membrane. We have observed that the surface area that is associated with the average VO x layer temperature can be bound by an ellipse within the VO x layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2b for one example, where the temperature distribution is plotted and bound by the locus of the average VO x temperature. We will show that the elliptical approximation improves the analytic prediction significantly over a wide range of device geometries. Since the VO x layer will also heat up the remaining area of the membrane, the ellipse should also be scaled. This second ellipse may be offset depending on the support beam configuration. Therefore, it is proposed that the conventional membrane area is replaced with a new elliptical surface area that fits within the borders of the VO x layer, which is then scaled by the ratio of the membrane surface area and VO x resistance surface area, as illustrated in Fig. 2a . Thus, the introduced elliptical surface area method utilises an effective area to replace A M in Eq. (4), given by
(a) A schematic of the proposed method to calculate the approximate effective membrane area of VOx microbolometers. where the device dimensions are tabulated and clarified in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2a . We also define A V O x = L R × W R , and considering a cancellation of terms, it becomes clear that the model determines the effective surface area as an ellipse bound by the membrane dimensions only.
Finally, the detector itself consists of a temperature sensitive material that changes it's electric properties proportional to the change in the temperature it experiences. This material is placed on top of the plate and will experience a temperature increase proportional to the thermal radiation and Joule heating from biasing. Therefore, it requires to be properly thermally isolated from the bulk which serves as reference temperature, T 0 . The sensitivity of the material to temperature variation is referred to as the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), α and the temperature dependent resistance of the device, R B , is typically considered over the temperature range of interest (restricted to less than 20 • C increase) as a linear relationship given by
with R B,0 the reference resistance of the device as determined at temperature T 0 typically selected as T sub . Intuitively, one would expect to achieve a large sensitivity if the microbolometer exhibits a large IR absorption factor, a large TCR and a low thermal conductance to the bulk and ambient. 
Device designs
The material properties of the different materials used to construct the microbolometer devices play a significant role in the device performance parameters. Notably, the thermal conductivity, k i of the materials used to construct the support beams plays a significant role in the thermal conductance, G leg that will be achieved under vacuum conditions, especially that of silicon nitride in typical microbolometer designs. The various material densities, ρ i , and specific heat, c i , play a major role in the thermal time response, τ and the thermal capacity, H, of the device. The material properties of interest for this study are summarised in Table 2 .
Numerous different VO x device designs were manufactured to investigate the effect of each of the various different device properties, from which it is possible to characterise the parameters associated with the heat flow problem of Eq. (1). A summary of the device designs and their associated dimensions and surface characteristics are provided in Table 1 , with a typical device design illustrated in Fig. 3a . The attentive reader may have noticed the curious design choice of four beams (device VOX4) which is not standard practice for microbolometer design. This device design is included to allow for a comparison with i) a design with two beams of width 16 µm (VOX7), and also with ii) dual detector element device designs. 8  26  4  30  30  22  16  900  352  707  VOX7  16  26  2  40  40  32  26  1600  832  1257  VOX15  12  26  2  40  40  32  26  1600  832  1257  VOX32  8  26  2  40  30  32  16  1200  512  942  VOX33  8  26  2  30  40  22  26  1200  572  942  VOX36  10  71  2  40  40  30  26  1600  780  1257 
Approach for the simulation method
Multiphysics simulation platforms are extremely effective in simulating 3D device structures. This is possible by means of meshing the device structures to allow for finite points within the structure to be simulated. These simulation platforms would typically include the ability to design the necessary masks used in the manufacturing steps, as well as the processing steps required for manufacturing with the appropriate design specifications. The software can then generate the 3D models and apply a meshing algorithm. Coventorware is an industry leading multiphysics MEMS simulator and was used for the simulation portion of this work.
The essential material properties for the various materials found in the microbolometers are summarised in Table 2 . The properties of air are included to enable the simulation of thermoelectric effects at atmospheric pressure. Eq. (5) allows for the modelling of various gas pressure scenarios by modifying the thermal conductivity appropriately.
The standard material properties database of the simulation software does not include the temperature dependence for the thin-film Ti nor the VO x resistor by default, but it does allow the possibility to include such functionality manually. This is done by using either a polynomial with temperature as dependent variable to calculate the appropriate electric conductivity, or to utilise a table with temperature to corresponding electric conductivity columns for a suitable mapping. Fig. 4 illustrates the implemented temperature dependence of the electric conductivity for both the Ti and VO x thin-film layers, where the data was extracted from experimental measurements of the manufactured test structures by considering the device resistance, number of resistive squares and the thickness of the resistor film.
A thermomechanical solver was selected to simulate electrothermal physics in the steady state. The solver can be used to simulate a variety of input scenarios applied to the meshed model, including temperature, heat flux, displacement, current density and pressure. The approach for this work is to apply an electrical stimulus in the form of an electric potential to the gold contacts of the device as a boundary condition, and then to investigate the resulting thermal effects. The selection of this choice is motivated by the fact that this approach very closely relates to the actual experimental procedure. Furthermore, the substrate is considered a thermal heat sink with constant temperature selected as 300 K, which is applied as a fixed boundary condition. During a steady state analysis, the input potential is swept over a voltage range to investigate the corresponding temperature of the resistive element. It is possible to extract the instantaneous temperature at any point within the simulated structure, but also to calculate the average temperature of the material layer forming the electric resistance that is affected by the electric stimulus. The latter choice is preferred, since it corresponds well to the experimental method, where measurements reflect the resistance changes of the resistive element between the gold contacts.
Recall from Eq. (1) that the thermal losses may be modelled as G ef f ∆T = G atm + G leg (T m − T sub ) if a purely electrical characterisation is performed and the device is also operating at room temperature where T sub ≈ T a . Once the temperature and electrical power are known, the thermal con- ductance may be calculated for the the simulated structure at steady state as
where G ef f represents the effective thermal conductance as discussed earlier.
Approach for the experimental method
It should be clear from Eq. (7) that direct knowledge of the TCR, α, and the resistance, R B , is required for successful characterisation of the microbolometer resistance. A method to measure R B , and α, in a controlled oven with variable temperature by means of a purely electrical method has been described [21] . The device is biased in the active region with a constant current in a static condition, without optical input power. Measuring at atmospheric pressure minimises self-heating due to the larger thermal conductivity that results from the thermal conduction through the gas [33] . A calibrated Hewlett Packard 4155B parameter analyser is used as current source and senses the device output voltage. A constant current is applied and the temperature of the oven is selected as the variable input parameter. The measured experimental output is the bolometer voltage, from where the bolometer resistance, R B , may be easily determined by Ohm's law, and α is determined from the slope of the resistance to temperature graph as
where R B,0 is determined from the I-R curve at the point where I B = 0 mA at the reference temperature.
Once α and R B,0 are known, the effective thermal conductance, G ef f , may be extracted from the temperature rise of the substrate due to self-heating [34] in the microbolometer element by noting that the biasing power, I 2 B R B is equivalent to the power dissipated by the substrate, G ef f ∆T . This is similar to the approach for Eq. (8) . This should become clear when substituting ∆T = I 2 B R B /G ef f into Eq. (7) to obtain
Extraction of G ef f may, therefore, be done by finding the slope of a linear fitted curve of the device input power and temperature increase.
Results and Discussion
The vanadium oxide samples for this investigation are prepared in two steps. First, by means of a lift-off photo lithography, a high purity vanadium metal is deposited on the nitride membrane covered by a thin film of silicon dioxide by means of reactive ion beam sputtering to obtain the VO x thin film with a thickness of 150 nm. This film consists of vanadium oxide compositions of V 2 O 3 and VO 2 . This is followed by a post oxidation process that is accomplished by annealing the devices in a hydrogen atmosphere. In order to ensure that the devices are compatible with standard CMOS processes, the temperature for the preparation was 400 ± 5 • C. This typically results in a VO x sheet resistance that ranges from 10 kΩ/ to 200 kΩ/ . The obtained sheet resistance from annealing can be increased if necessary with a hot plate at 300 • C for three minutes to oxidise the vanadium oxide. Another silicon dioxide layer of 100 nm is deposited as screen off oxide to ensure that the VO x is passivated.
The first step towards the characterisation of the devices is to place them in an oven with adjustable temperature that is ranged between room temperature and 80 • C. It was observed that the semiconductor like devices starts to respond in a nonlinear fashion above 65 • C as reported in literature [35] when the material transitions to a metal type, and therefore the results are limited to 65 • C, which is a reasonable assumption for most operating scenarios. The TCR for the manufactured VO x prototypes are extracted and calculated to be between −0.98 %/K and −1.19 %/K. It will be assumed to be −1 %/K. Furthermore, the average sheet resistance obtained for the manufacture Ti thin-film is R SH = 6.17 Ω/ and for the VO x thin-film devices is R SH = 31 kΩ/ .
The first results presented are of simulated parametric voltage sweeps applied to the Ti device gold contacts, ranging from 0 V to 0.5 V under vacuum conditions and over a larger range from 0 V to 1 V at atmospheric pressure. The first experiment facilitates the extraction of the beam thermal conductance, G leg , while the second experiment allows to extract the total thermal conductance, G ef f . The thermal conductance is extracted from the slope of the P-T graph when considering the heat balance model of Eq. (1) and specifically Eq. (8). These results for the average VO x layer temperature and the power consumption associated with the biasing point are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The beam thermal conductance is indicate in Fig. 5a for device VOX36 and the effective thermal conductance in Fig. 5b for device VOX4. Also indicated on the graphs are the results extracted from the experimental measurements. The input current is swept up to 20 µA for the devices within the evacuated dewar, while the input current of the devices at atmospheric pressure can be increased to a higher value of 100 µA due to the expected increase in effective thermal conduction under atmospheric pressure. Second order fitted curves are derived from the I-V characteristics obtained using the parameter analyser and ∆T is determined using Eq. (10). Finally, G ef f is extracted from the slope of the ∆T -P curves of Fig. 5 . Once again it can be observed that electrical performance of the detectors under vacuum conditions is relatively lower than those of the devices at atmospheric pressure and this leads to a significant increase in the slope when comparing the devices under vacuum conditions with the measurements done at atmospheric pressure. This is due to the fact that the effective thermal conductance at atmospheric pressure consists of the additional gaseous thermal conductance component that is significantly larger than the beam thermal conductance. The additional thermal loss associated with the gaseous thermal conductance requires additional input power in order to compare similar temperature increases. The various beam thermal conductance results for the VO x devices are tabulated in Table 3 , from which it can be observed that the experimental results obtained follow the expected theoretical and simulated results very closely. If one considers that the beam thermal conductance is related to the ratio of the beam width and length, by considering Eq. It should be clear from Table 4 that the theoretical results calculated with the conventional analytic method deviate from the simulation results by a substantial amount. As can be seen from the tabulated data, the elliptical model dramatically improves the theoretical results, although there is still some inaccuracies in the estimation of the effective area dependent on the device geometry. It is also evident that the experimental data resulted in values smaller than anticipated. It was suspected that the membranes are bending outwards altering the value of d λ , and a microscopic study of the devices was performed with a confocal microscope using profilometry to confirm the suspicion. The measured membrane to substrate gap ranged between 2.2 µm and 2.7 µm for various devices and is larger than the design value of 2 µm.
To investigate the severity of this phenomenon further, the total thermal conductance obtained at atmospheric pressure is plotted against the membrane area, as the slope of the graph will then represent k air /d λ considering Eq. (4). This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the total thermal conductance is plotted against the membrane area, with the assumption that the beam thermal conductance component is small enough not to influence the result significantly. For the ideal theoretical case, a value of k air /d λ = 0.0131 µW/(K µm 2 ) is expected, and is obtained almost exactly as can be observed from the figure. This provides support for the assumption that the influence of G leg may be disregarded. A slight offset from zero is observed and expected, considering the role of the G leg with reference to Eq. (1) in the overall thermal conductance. The offset is comparable to the average values of the results in Table 3 .
It is assumed that the simulated results will provide the most Figure 6 : A comparison of the thermal conductance components using the standard conventional analytic model (a), the standard method with compensation for the restriction resistance (b), the proposed elliptical method, the extracted simulated and the extracted experimental plotted against the membrane area for various VOx devices at atmospheric pressure. A linear fitted curve for each data set is also plotted. realistic result, and using k air /d λ = 0.00935 µW/(K µm 2 ) as a reference, it is observed that the conventional method overestimates the thermal conductance for VO x based microbolometers on average by approximately 40 %, a significant error. Since the gaseous thermal conduction dominates the effective thermal conduction, the effect of including the constriction resistance in the calculation is limited and the conventional curves plotted in Fig. 6 are close to one another. The proposed analytic model employing an area scaling mechanism to determine an effective thermal area, however, reduces this overestimation by a large margin to roughly 8 % for the designed devices. It can also be observed that the experimentally obtained result is below that of the reference simulation result by approximately 16 % on average, and using this to scale the value of d λ,sim = 2 µm, an average value of d λ,exp = 2.39 µm is obtained. This value falls within the range observed with profilometry.
One last point worth discussion is the observation from Fig.  6 that, taking for example all the devices with A M = 1600 µm 2 , the thermal conductance results obtained differ somewhat between the various devices. Recall that Eq. (4) will provide a constant value for constant A M , therefore the differences and resulting deviation are attributed to the various G leg values between devices. However, this is not the only cause of the deviation. It was observed during the profilometry experiments that there is some deviation between devices with regards to d λ,exp , which will also influence G ef f .
Conclusions
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the presented work. It has come to light that the conventional analytic method for calculating the atmospheric thermal conductance component of uncooled VO x microbolometers grossly overestimates the actual value due to an inaccurate assumption based on a uniform temperature distribution of the device plate. This is supported by both simulation and experimentally obtained results. It is clear that the proposed method to calculate the thermal conductance component by using the effective thermal area dramatically improves the analytic result, reducing the average error from 40 % to 8 %. The marginal error that remains is due to the fact that the elliptical method is suggested as an approximate solution that is rooted in the observation of numerous simulated VO x designs, hence it has not been derived from first principles. This will require solving a two dimensional heat flow problem that is considered for future research, although it is very likely to offer a much more complex solution. It should be emphasised that the elegance of the elliptical method lies in the simplicity of its application to microbolometer designers, that may not necessarily wish to spend a large computational effort on a very complex analytic model. It is also evident that the plate and substrate separation distance plays a significant role when comparing experimentally obtained results with those of simulation or analysis. The role of the internal stresses between the material layers of MEMS structures have not been well quantified in literature, and analytic methods could also benefit from future investigation.
